
January 3-11, 2019
P.6.6.5 Conduct investigations to predict and explain 

the motion of an object according to its position, 
direction, speed, and acceleration.



Thursday Jan 3, 2019 INB 1-5
BW: Start numbering your pages in your new notebook. Remember: Left - Even, 
Right - Odd!

CW:  1. Tape in the daily format, procedures, consequences, Remind pages on 
page 1 (first right side page). 2. Write your name and period on the front or in the 
front inside cover. 3. Glue the brown envelope on to the inside back cover. 4. 
Write Table of Contents at the top of Pages 2,3,4,and 5.

HW: Put your name on your homework and you may use your book to help you 
with the crossword puzzle. Remember to put it in your envelope pocket so that you 
don’t lose it! You can finish this tomorrow in class.



Force and Motion Crossword answers 

Gravity Weight Air Resistance Sliding

Static Balanced Velocity Attraction

Rolling Pull Distance Force

Speed Mass Inertia Unbalanced

Friction Push



Friday Jan 4, 2019 INB 1-5

BW/CW: Complete INB Pages 1-5 from yesterday: 1. number 
pages from 1-30; 2. Tape in procedures/consequences/ 
remind on page 1; 3. name inside cover; 4. glue in envelope 
in the back; 5. update your Table of Contents on pgae 2 for 
pages 1-5 from the side board

HW: Complete homework (using your book and partner) and 
turn in for your first grade this 9 weeks. Be sure to put your 
name on it!



Monday Jan 7 INB 6-7
BW: Textbook page 336. Read the Inquiry questions. Write the questions and your 
answers. 

CW: Write the 4 definitions of the vocabulary words on textbook page 338. Then 
draw the distance and displacement diagrams of the 3 baseball fields at the 
bottom of page 343.

HW: Write this! The Latin root word mot means “move.” This Latin root is the 
word origin of a large number of English vocabulary words. Examples: 
motivation, remote, and emotion. Name as many other words as you can think of 
using the root word “mo” or “mot” that have to do with something moving.



Tuesday Jan 8 INB 8-9
BW: Copy the following notes and then watch the video. No HW section today.

1. Nothing in the world moves without force, a rock won’t just fly through the air, of 
course. It takes a push or a pull to move it. 

2. And if the ball weighed 50 pounds, it would have been really hard to kick around. It 
takes less force to move things that are light.

3. It takes force to make an object move, it won’t move without force, that’s true. A 
push or a pull will move it around, but friction will slow it down.

4. It slows down because of friction; friction is a force of resistance. Friction from the 
grass on the ground is what slows the ball down.

5. Ice is smoother so there is less friction, kid; That’s less force on the ball, are you 
gettin’ it? That ball is going to go farther

CW: How do you get there from here? Activity Textbook page 339



Example for How do you get there Activity
Group 1 must write directions to go from the teacher desk to the windows. You 
must give distance and direction for each section of the path. 

1. Walk 3 feet North, then turn West.
2. Walk 23 feet West, then turn South.
3. Walk 5 feet South, then turn West.



Wednesday Jan 9

Work on Chp 10, Lesson 1 Homework packet, due Friday, 
while I check notebooks.



Thursday Jan 10 INB 10-11
BW: Dis (to remove) + place (a location) = displacement means the distance 
something has been removed from its original location. Write 3 more words with 
“place” in them. 

CW: Chp 10, Lesson 2 vocabulary definitions from page 346. Formula D=RxT

HW: Write three more words that start with “dis” and try to give a definition for 
each one.



Friday Jan 11 INB 12-13
Homework p302-309 Due today!

BW: Velocity - from Latin, meaning “swiftness” or “speed”. What can you guess 
about the dinosaur called a velociraptor? 

*Glue in the video questions on your classwork page.

CW: Answer the video questions on Motion as you watch. 

HW: Make a list of all the root words and their meanings that you have learned this 
week and use each in a sentence.



Motion video answers
1. Motion
2. No
3. Force
4. Matter
5. Force pushed the card but not the quarter so when the card was removed, 

gravity pulled it in to the glass
6. Stay, stay
7. Force
8. Force, mass, acceleration
9. Reaction 

10. Push, pull
11. Grams 12. Yes


